Stockholm had been a place we always wanted to go visit. We finally got around to touring the famous Scandinavian city and found one particular place of interest... Ett Hem. Ett Hem is one of those properties that has achieved an extremely high level of hospitality and quality of food. Designed to feel like you are the guest at someone else’s home, Ett Hem’s décor, rooms and common areas are stunning, yet it is the cuisine and access to the in–the-know staff that push this property to the top of our list. Just let the chef know what you are in the mood for and it will appear. But if you feel like dining out, consort with the staff, who you may just bump into at a recommended restaurant. Stockholm, above all should be touted for its food scene. We’ve been able to compose a wonderful list of our favorites there and encourage you to consult us for more details! In related hotel news, Ett Hem is rumored to open an equally impressive property in Paris. Details are still to come, so stay tuned!